
Media Guidelines
These guidelines will help you represent Jacksyn accurately and
consistently. Please be mindful of these guidelines when writing about
our company, especially when using our logo or other materials.

Displaying The Logo
When using Jacksyn’s logo, please:

● Do not alter the colors or opacity of the logo.
● Do not place the logo on a slant or change its angle.
● Do not change the aspect ratio of the logo.
● Do not make the logo smaller than 200 pixels wide.
● Always leave clear space around the logo equal to half its height.

These guidelines should be followed for both print and digital projects.

Using Brand Colors
Our colors are energetic, playful, and creative. When designing a project
related to Jacksyn, feel free to use our palette where applicable:

Showcasing Our Mascot
Jacksyn is the namesake of our company and our brand’s mascot. The
dog Jacksyn is a trademarked design and his image should be used with
care.



While Jacksyn is featured in our logo, he’s also featured prominently
throughout our website and on our social media pages. If you wish to
utilize an image containing Jacksyn (“the dog”), please remember the
following:

● Do not adjust the dog’s aspect ratio, color, or opacity.
● Do not add props or otherwise alter the dog’s appearance.
● Do not add quotes or thought bubbles to the dog’s image.
● Do not place the dog in a new scene or environment.
● Always attribute image(s) containing the dog to Jacksyn.com.

Jacksyn is Content’s Best Friend™ and he loves attention. However,
please be sure to separate our company and its services (“they”) from
our mascot (“he”). Generally, you won’t be writing about Jacksyn the
dog, but Jacksyn the company.

Quoting Our Team and Content
If you’re looking for additional information about our services or seeking
thoughtful quotes on the topics of business, marketing, or writing, our
website is a fantastic resource. All we ask is that you follow these basic
rules:

● Always attribute the quote to Jacksyn.com or Jacksyn.
● Always include a direct link to the original page or post.

Getting Help
If you still have questions about how to best represent Jacksyn, or if you
need additional information, our team is happy to assist. Please send an
email to press@jacksyn.com and we’ll get back to you within two
business days.

Thank you for your attention to detail. Be sure to tag us @heyjacksyn so
we can see your hard work!
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